
Fig. 4 Pattern generated in a gold exchange plating solution in conjunction
with a computer controlled table. Characters are 10 mm high, linewidths
about 0.15 mm

Fig. 5 Laser enhanced exchange deposited gold ornamental pattern on nickel-
plated beryllium-copper substrate
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Gold Thin Film Formation on Liquid Surfaces
Metal atoms, where dispersed in liquids either as micro-clusters or

as macroscopic particles, have found a number of applications.
Clusters, sols and slurries can serve as catalysts or reactants in
chemical syntheses, and noble metal sols have been employed
recently in studies of the surface enhanced Raman effect, as well as of
photochemical splitting of water. Some interesting results on the
injection of gold atoms into water, using a simple low-pressure, fast-
flow system suitable for a high vapour pressure liquid, have been
reported recently U. Coll. Interface Sci., 1982, 86, (2), 337-343) by
B. L. Halpern of the Department of Chemical Engineering at Yale
University. In this system gold atoms were evaporated from a wire
wound around a tungsten filament and carried in a high velocity
helium jet to the water surface.

Under the conditions of the experiment the most likely event
would be the penetration of single gold atoms through the water
surface followed by rapid growth to a stable sol within the liquid. A
most striking and unexpected result reported by Halpern was the
onset of thin gold island film growth on the water surface at high
incident atom flux. This implies that the gold atoms have a

surprisingly long surface life time prior to solvation. The films were
obtained in many cases despite stirring of the water. Calculation of
the characteristic life time of a gold atom on the water surface before
penetration of the interface indicates that for an incident flux of
10"/cm 2s, the gold would grow to a visible film of over l00nm
thickness in about loos.

The author discusses several potential applications of this
phenomenon. Among these is the possibility of producing
supported catalysts by flow deposition of gold atoms, for instance,
onto a stirred slurry of water and a powder such as alumina. Self-
supporting metal films of submicron thickness have uses as nuclear
targets, semi-transparent electrodes, and samples for fundamental
thin film studies. It might be possible to evaporatie gold and other
films directly onto a liquid in which mobile nuclei may perhaps
adjust to give, on contact, a less strained configuration with longer
range order and fewer defects than are experienced with a solid
substrate. Thus thin films deposited and grown on a mobile, liquid,
surface may have unique properties of possible significance to the
semiconductor and other fields.
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